PRINT
DATA
For a clear classification of your data, we ask you to provide us precise and project-specific descriptions.
We can only carry out a non-committal assessment of your data if you provide us with obligatory prints and/
or proofs.
DATA FORMAT
- 1:1, 1:2, 1:10 (or other whole-number proportional measure)
- PDF-print data according to PDF X-4, prepared for ISO coated v2 (FOGRA39)
SCALE 1:10			
Up to 3 m² - 1.500 dpi 		
Up to 10 m² - 1.000 dpi 		
Up to 20 m² - 750 dpi 		
Up to 50 m² - 400 dpi 		
Up to 100 m² - 250 dpi 		
As off 100 m² - 180 dpi 		

SCALE 1:1
Up to 3 m² - 150 dpi
Up to 10 m² - 100 dpi
Up to 20 m² - 75 dpi
Up to 50 m² - 40 dpi
Up to 100 m² - 25 dpi
As off 100 m² - 18 dpi

REQUIREMENTS/SPECIAL FEATURES/REMARKS
- CMYK colorspace: ISO Coated v2 (FOGRA39)
- special and spot colors are printed in CMYK
- for keder-strip apply printed bleed of 1 cm
- translate all fonts into paths
- apply data without trapping and overprinting
- for deep black set: C 60, M 50, Y 50, K 100
- for backlit set: C 100, M 100, Y 100, K 100
- send open files with all linked files and used fonts
- for checking purposes send soft proofs
- for a true-to-color reproduction within the bounds of the procedural possibilities we require color proofs
DATA TRANSMISSION
- CD/DVD
- USB-Stick
- E-Mail (up to 20 MB)
- Dropbox
- WeTransfer (up to 2 GB)
In case of non-compliance with these guidelines we assume no liability for the quality of the print results.
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